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Abstract 
Vehicles have always been heavy and requiring regular repairs. That was the necessity 
behind car lifts’ invention. These days, car lifts are an integral part of many garages and 
repair shops but it’s applications are not limited to that, they’re also used to raise vehicles 
for storage in places where ramps are inconvenient or if there are space restrictions. The car 
lift we are working on is used for raising loaded mini-trucks. The main objective of our 
project is to design and analyze car lift to fit the given parameters and for doing that, the 
history and types of car lifts are studied, several research papers are referred to. In case of 
our lift, it had to be more stable and have a higher capacity so as to lift loaded mini-trucks. 
The project uses Solid works for design and ANSYS for analysis of the CAD model of the lift. 
After the design is analyzed, the parts are ordered and the lift is assembled. There were a lot 
of problems we faced during the process and design and construction details were modified 
accordingly. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Before car lifts were invented, mechanics 
would often have to deal with cramped and 
dangerous conditions while working on 
motor vehicles.  They would often use 
ramps or jacks to lift vehicles and 
accidents were common.  Pits offered a 
safer option for working on vehicles, but 
very often these pits did not allow a 
mechanic to stand comfortably while 
working on a vehicle. It all changed thanks 
to the invention of the car lift. 
 
 
Fig.1Scissor schematic 
Scientific developments in the field of 
hydraulics were vital to the invention of 
the car lift. In the 17th-century, French 
mathematician, Blaise Pascal, first 
described how a hydraulic jack might 
function.  Pascal developed Pascal’s 
Principle, also known as the principle of 
transmission of fluid-pressure.  In 
laymen’s terms, it means that within 
closed systems, the pressure exerted on an 
incompressible fluid will result in equal 
pressure in all directions. 
The first hydraulic car lift was patented in 
1925 by Peter Lunati, for lifting vehicles. 
By 1945, there were many companies 
making hydraulic lifts for the motor 
vehicle industry. 
 
Since the invention of the first hydraulic 
car lift, many other lifts have been 
patented including the scissors type 
hydraulic car lift in 1989, a 4-post 
hydraulic platform vehicle lift for multiple 
cars in 2000, and an above-the-floor 
hydraulic lift in 1982. 
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Hydraulic lifts have been installed by 
many garages because they are easy to 
install and safer to use compared to a pit, 
ramps or jacks.  They are much cheaper 
than digging out a pit for vehicles to drive 
over. 
   
Car lifts are also useful for providing 
additional vehicle storage in your home.  
Many home owners add platform vehicle 
lifts to their garages so they can store two 
cars in a one car garage.  These Platform 
car lifts can also be installed into ground 
excavation to provide even more space for 
vehicle storage. 
 
Literature Review 
“Design and analysis of an aerial scissor 
life” from SSRG-IJME: Vol. 1 Issue 5, 
September 2014.  
In this project, they have modelled an 
aerial scissor lift by using ANSYS 
software. During the modelling of the 
components, the material selection is 
carried out simultaneously based on the 
design considerations related to loads, etc. 
The stress and strain concentrations, 
deformation, have been found by applying 
certain load on the lift’s platform. 
“Design and fabrication of mechanical 
lift for transportation” from GRD 
Journal for Engineering: Vol. 2 Issue 1, 
December 2016. 
This project describes the design as well as 
analysis of a mechanical scissor lift which 
works on the principle of screw jack. This 
design can make the lift more compact and 
much suitable for medium scale work. In 
this case, along with lifting a vehicle they 
are also going to make an effort to move 
the vehicle to a short distance by 
incorporating roller mechanism. 
“Analysis and optimization of hydraulic 
scissor lift” from IJEDR: Vol. 4 Issue 4, 
2016. 
The main objective of the devices used for 
lifting purposes is to make the table 
adjustable to a desired height. A scissor lift 
provides most economic dependable 
&versatile methods of lifting loads; it has 
few moving parts which may only require 
lubrication. This lift table raises load 
smoothly to any desired height. The 
scissor lift can be used in combination 
with any of applications such as 
pneumatic, hydraulic, mechanical, etc. Lift 
tables may incorporate rotating platforms 
(manual or powered); tilt platforms, etc., 
as a part of the design. Scissor lift design 
is used because of its ergonomics as 
compared to other heavy lifting devices 
available in the market. 
“Design, manufacturing, and analysis of 
hydraulic scissor lift” from IJERGS: 
Vol. 3 Issue 2, 2015. 
It is found that they are facing some 
problems regarding hydraulic scissor lift 
like job to be lifted are heavier which 
causes more deformations in hydraulic lift 
frame checking deformations & stresses 
induced in it is a major objective of this 
project. It is also found that weight of the 
present lift is high weight optimization is 
also prime objective of this project 
 
Problem Statement 
A car-lift is to be produced which should 
be stable enough for vehicles to drive on 
and off it with ease. The lift should be able 
to support weights as high as 4.5 tonnes 
with a factor of safety of 1.5 and should be 
able to raise it to 22 feet. The external 
dimensions should not be more than 12 
feet by 6 feet. 
 
Methodology 
Working on as complicated a project as 
this, planning is an important part of 
design and development as the work needs 
to be divided and executed at the right 
time. 
1. Define objectives and problem 
statement. 
2. Components and description 
3. Design and analysis of components. 
4. Preparation of drawing. 
5. Manufacturing of components. 
6. Assembly of components. 
7. Validation
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Fig. 2 Scissor mechanism, line diagram 
 
Results &Discussions: 
Design Calculations: 
 Find out the angle made by link AC with ground. 
1) In open condition 
2) In closed condition 
 
 Distance travelled by roller at an instance. 
  Choosing no. of hydraulic cylinders. 
 Raw material- MS IS2062 
 
Angle made by link AC with ground, 
In open condition, 
In ΔBAC, 
sinα=(BC/AC) 
sinα=(1824/2890) 
therefore, α=39.13 ° 
 
In closed condition,  
In ΔBAC, 
sinα=(BC'/AC') 
sinα=(333.33/2890) 
therefore, α=6.62° 
 
Distance travelled by roller while working, 
In open condition, 
tanα=(BC/AB) 
AB=(1824/tan(39.13)) 
therefore, AB=2242 mm 
 
      In closed condition,  
tanα=(BC'/BA') 
BA'=(333.33/tan(6.62)) 
BA'=2872.10 mm 
 
Distance travelled by roller, 
x=BA'-AB 
x=(2872.10-2242) 
therefore, x=630.10 mm 
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No. of cylinders required- 
As per the load requirements, available 
hydraulic cylinders, design of the lift, and 
the budget, 2 hydraulic cylinders are 
chosen. They are connected to a power 
pack which supplies pressurized oil to the 
cylinders through hoses. Pneumatic 
cylinders were considered but they are 
expensive and not very efficient and raised 
the chances of failure. 
Total Deformation:
 
 
Fig. 3Deformation in scissor lift 
 
Capacity calculation- 
Hydraulic Power = (Flow rate in gpm ×Pressure in PSI)/1714  
Where, Flow Rate of Pump = 5 lpm (Equals to 1.32 gpm))  
Pressure in bar = 230 (Equals to 3335 PSI)  
Hence, Hydraulic Power       = (1.32×3335) / 1714 = 2.56 hp     
Cylinder output force (pounds) = pressure × cylinder area  
 =PSI × inch²  
 = (50×14.54) × (27.29) 
=19842.29 pounds  
=8929.03kg  
 =8.929 Tonn 
Cylinder dimensions- 
Cylinder bore: Inner diameter- 125mm, Outer diameter- 150mm, Length- 1750mm  
Cylinder pushrod: Diameter- 125mm,  Length- 700mm 
 
Trial 
 
Fig. 4 Actual Photo, Scissor type car lifter 
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CONCLUSION 
The design and fabrication of a portable 
work platform elevated by a hydraulic 
cylinder was carried out meeting the 
required design standards. The portable 
work platform is operated by hydraulic 
cylinder. Ergonomics, material handling 
and providing comfort to the operator 
weremotive behind developing this lifter. 
This was considered as a radical 
improvement in the productivity by the 
company. 
 
The scissor lift is designed for high load 
also if a suitable high capacity hydraulic 
cylinder is used. The hydraulic scissor lift 
is simple in use and does not required 
routine maintenance. It can also lift 
heavier loads.  The main constraint of this 
device is its high initial cost, but has a low 
operating cost. The shearing tool should be 
heat treated to have high strength. Savings 
resulting from the use of this device will 
make it pay for itself with in short period 
of time and it can be a great companion in 
any engineering industry dealing with 
rusted and unused metals. 
 
FUTURE SCOPE 
As we have seen, car lifts have a wide 
range of applications and with the 
development of newer technology every 
day, they’re becoming cheaper and easier 
to use. Hydraulic lifts these days are 
integrated with many manufacturing 
industries but car lifts are more specialized 
and hence have a more limited application. 
They are being used more and more in 
residential complexes, banquet halls and 
godowns. 
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